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Introduction and overview. 

In support of United States Northern Command (USNORTHCOM), Alaskan 

Command (ALCOM) (a subordinate unified command reporting to USNORTHCOM) 

is hosting a two-(partial) day Arctic Senior Leader Summit 2021 (ASLS21) via a 

virtual event on 10-11 March 2021.   

ASLS21 “Day 1” will be a half-day of keynote presentations by current Department 

of Defense (DOD) leaders and a focused set of panels addressing current and emerging 

challenges, risks, and opportunities affecting Arctic region Security and Defense interests.  The 

purpose of ASLS21 Day 1 is to gain insights of new and existing Arctic leaders on the current and 

emerging defense and security policies & priorities of the Arctic region.  While ASLS21 is 

principally a U.S. audience, U.S. Arctic Defense Allies and key regional partners are invited to 

participate.   

An ASLS21 principal goal is to support the USNORTHCOM Arctic mission and to support 

Commander, Alaskan Command’s “USNORTHCOM Lead for Arctic Affairs” responsibilities as 

designated by Commander, USNORTHCOM.  This will be accomplished by conducting a focused 

exchange of insights and associated discussion via a select and multidisciplined set of leaders, 

oriented on the Arctic.  This includes senior DOD leaders and participating leaders from the U.S. 

interagency, Alaskan Congressional Delegation members, State of Alaska senior leaders, national 

policy institutions (such as the Woodrow Wilson Polar Institute), and Arctic Indigenous leaders (to 

include Alaska Federation of Natives leaders).  Arctic industry, academics (with a focus on the 

University of Alaska), Canadian security and defense leaders, as well as Arctic experts, NATO 

allies, and partners are also included. 

ALCOM will conduct ASLS21 as a virtual event.  Pending successful implementation of a COVID19 

vaccine, future Arctic Symposiums and Arctic Senior Leader Summits will once again be planned 

and conducted as in-person events.  Subsequent to ASLS21, the next planned event will be Arctic 

Symposium 2021, tentatively planned for late summer/early fall 2021 as an in-person event 

hosted in Alaska. 

 

Administrative details 

Conference structure:  ALCOM Arctic Senior Leader Summit 2021 is planned for 10-11 March 

2021 using virtual conferencing. 

Conference Medium.  ASLS21 Plenary Conferencing will be provided by Zoom.  Specific 

connection to be provided. 

Event Hub:  In order to support ASLS21 as a virtual activity, ASLS21 planners are providing an 

“Event Hub” to contain videos, documents and other resources useful to inform participants as 

comprehensively as possible. 

Registration:  Participants will be permitted register at the following link on the Arctic Domain 

Awareness Center (ADAC) website at the University of Alaska, 

https://arcticdomainawarenesscenter.org/Events. 

https://arcticdomainawarenesscenter.org/Events
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ALCOM ASLS21 registration is FREE. 

 

 

Participant welcome packages.  ASLS21 planners will provide participants welcome packages via 

electronic communications.  Welcome packages will include agenda, connecting instructions, 

Literature Review, Orienting Paper, Exercise Workbook, and biographies of participants.  These 

materials will be pushed to participants with links to the ASLS21 Event Hub. 

Moderation/facilitation and recording:  ASLS21 planners will provide moderation of all sessions, 

recorded by dedicated personnel.  Note, permissions are included in the registration, and any/all 

reports will be used via Chatham House protocols. 

Post Summit Executive Summary and Report:  ASLS21 planners will provide a timely report 

summarizing key presentations, discussions, and conclusions.  The scope of the summary will at 

minimum include:  the date and location of the event, event agenda, major themes and 

messages, and scope of participants. 

 

ASLS21 Day 1, 10 March 2021 

 

 

 

A L  1  Arctic  istas  nderstandin  C allen es, Assessin   isk    mprovin   artners ips

A L  1  ill be a  alf  day of keynote presentations by current Department of 

Defense leaders and a focused set of panels addressin  current and 

emer in  c allen es, risks, and opportunities affectin  Arctic re ion  ecurity 

and Defense interests  

A L  1  Arctic  istas  is or ani ed and  osted by t e Arctic Domain 

A areness Center at t e  niversity of Alaska in partners ip  it  ALC    

 mportant contributions and collaboration are planned to be provided by t e 

 oodro   ilson Center s  olar  nstitute, t e Canadian  ort  American and 

Arctic Defense and  ecurity  et ork, and t e Alaska  ederation of  atives 
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Draft Summary ASLS21 Agenda Plenaries and Keynote Presentations 

AST: Alaska Standard Time (Eastern minus 4 hours) 

MST:  Mountain Standard Time (Eastern minus 2 hours) 

EST: Eastern Standard Time  

Note:  Alaska Standard is 10 hours behind Central European Time (i.e.,0700 Alaska is 1700 

Central Europe) 

9 March 2021 

0730-0900 AST/0930-1100 MST/1130-1300 EST  

Advance Communications and Connectivity Check:  ASLS21 Planning team hosts a 90-minute 

session for participant supporting staff members to ensure their office is able to connect with 

ASLS21.  Connection instructions provided via separate correspondence. 

 

10 March 2021 

0730-0740 AST/0930-0940 MST/1130-1140 EST:  

Introduction and overview: The ASLS21 planning staff from ALCOM and the Arctic Domain 

Awareness Center at the University of Alaska provide introductory, administrative, and overview of 

the summit for participants. 

 

0740-0800 AST/0940-1000 MST/1140-1200 EST:   

Welcoming remarks: Commander Alaskan NORAD Region, Alaskan Command, and 11th Air Force, 

Lt Gen David Krumm, USAF. Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, AK.   Opening reflections oriented 

to aspects of “Great power competition in the Arctic…current insights from a theater 

commander’s vantage.” Through these initial remarks, Commander ANR, ALCOM, and 11AF 

provides an opening operational set of reflections of the current defense environment of the U.S. 

Arctic region. 

 

0800-0855 AST/1000-1055 MST/1200-1255 EST: 

ASLS21 Opening Keynote Address: General Glen VanHerck, (Confirmed) USAF, Commander, 

NORAD/United States Northern Command, Peterson AFB, CO, followed by TBA, (Confirmed), 

Canadian Joint Operations Command, Ottawa, Reflections on the North American Arctic from a 

CANUS Arctic Tri-Command Perspective.  Via a sequenced discussion followed by a combined 

question and answer session, the two bi-national commanders responsible for the defense of 

North America, offer their respective perspectives on the emerging security and defense 

dimensions of the North American Arctic.   
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0855-0900 AST/1055-1100 MST/1255-1300 EST: 

Break 

 

0900-0920 AST/1100-1120 MST/1300-1320 EST: 

Reserved for ASLS21 Keynote address:  “Strategic risks to U.S. and allied/partner National 

Security Interests in the Arctic.  This discussion is aimed to provide a current (and unclassified) 

perspective on the Arctic in context of the global threat and risks to U.S., allied, and partner 

security and defense interests.   (TBC)  Note:  Schedule coordination for Speaker remains in 

progress. 

 

0920-1000 AST/1120-1200 MST/1320-1400 EST: 

ASLS21 Panel #1:  The dynamic Arctic, insights on the changing conditions of the Arctic from the 

physical environment to the human terrain.  A multidiscipline panel of experts who shape policy, 

strategy and/or direct activities that influence U.S. national interests emanating within or through 

the Arctic region.  Panelists are asked to describe from their current position and/or recent 

experience,  near- and medium-term view of challenges, needs, and opportunities as relates to 

U.S. national interests emerging in and across the Arctic region.  In sum, what are the key 

issues/policy drivers and what are the emerging characteristics of the Arctic (from a 

multidiscipline view) that should inform security and defense plans, postures and activities?   

Moderator:   andy “C urc ” Kee,  aj Gen,   A  ( et) Arctic Domain A areness Center, 

University of Alaska and U.S. Arctic Research Commissioner (Confirmed). 

 

Planned Panelists:  

• Mr. James DeHart, U.S Department of State Arctic Coordinator, Washington D.C. 

(Confirmed). 

• Mr. John Murphy, Chief of Operations, National Weather Service Washington D.C. 

(Confirmed). 

• Mr. Jon Harrison, Chairman, U.S. Arctic Research Commission Washington D.C. 

(Confirmed). 

• Dr. Larry Hinzman, Assistant Director of Polar Sciences, White House Office of Science and 

Technology Policy and Executive Director of the Interagency Arctic Research Policy 

Committee, Washington D.C.  (Confirmed). 

 

Desired panel discussion:  Arctic experts provide respective views of the developing geopolitical 

and physically changing aspects across the Arctic.  Panelists remark on about vulnerabilities to 

great power competition and a changing Arctic region as a result of increasing warming 

temperatures, that are creating a remarkable amount of physical change, which are exceeding 

predictive models and indicate greatly reduced Arctic Ocean pack ice summer ice extents, 

increased melting of the Greenland ice sheet and thawing Arctic region permafrost years ahead of 

prior estimates. 
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Desired panel outcomes: Compared and contrasted views of policy/policy priorities addressing the 

changing physical and human terrain of the Arctic region as relates to addressing and improving 

U.S. National and allied/partner safety and security interests in the Arctic. 

 

Opportunity for Polling.  What facets of the presentation on challenges, needs, and opportunities 

do participants see as most significant? 

 

1000-1030 AST/1200-1230 MST/1400-1430 EST: 

ASLS21 Panel #2:  Summary Reflections on Arctic Security from Capitol Hill:  Congressional leaders  

provide ASLS21 an “update on Arctic Security and Defense Priorities for the 117th Congress.”  Arctic 

oriented Congressional leaders from Alaska and Maine provide their reflections on Arctic related 

defense and security legislative measures for the new Congress.  This is a series of quick remarks 

intended to inform ASLS participants the current priorities under consideration by the new Congress. 

Moderator:  Dr. Mike Sfraga, Director, Polar Institute, Woodrow Wilson Center, Washington 

D.C. (Confirmed). 

Planned Panelists: (TBC) 

• Senator Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) (Confirmed). 

• Senator Dan Sullivan (R-AK) (Invited/Pending).  

• Senator Angus King (I-ME)  (via Video message). 

• Congressman Don Young (R-AK) (Invited, pending/possibly video).   

 

Desired panel outcomes: Arctic oriented members of Congress articulate their legislative plans as 

relates to Arctic defense and security, to include new and sustaining issues as relates to the 

National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) and associated appropriation measures. 

 

Opportunity for Polling.  What are new and/or continuing Arctic security and defense issues that 

should be included in the 2022 NDAA? 

 

1030-1130 AST/1230-1330 MST/1430-1530 EST: 

ALS21 Panel #3, Understanding the risks, assessing context and advancing efforts to secure U.S. 

Arctic interests.  A panel of distinguished U.S. defense leaders who assess risks of the Arctic in 

context of global challenges, develop regional defense policy, advance security cooperation and 

address the very real challenges of supporting crisis response in the Arctic.  Panelists are asked to 

describe from their current position, a near- and medium-term view of challenges, concerns, and 

opportunities as relates to U.S. and associated allied and partner security risks now emerging 

across the Arctic.  Panelists will consider comparing and contrasting views of policy/policy 

priorities to address U.S. national interests in the Arctic in light of demands, concerns, and 
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corresponding interests from other regions.   

Moderator:   andy “C urc ” Kee,  aj Gen,   A  ( et) Arctic Domain A areness Center, 

University of Alaska and U.S. Arctic Research Commissioner (Confirmed). 

 

Planned Panelists: 

• Mr. James Baker, Director Office of Net Assessment, Office of Secretary of Defense, 

Pentagon, Washington D.C. (Confirmed). 

• Ms. Laura Cooper, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Russia, Ukraine and Eurasia, 

Pentagon, Washington D.C. (Confirmed). 

• James (Jim) Ballas, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Security Cooperation 

(Confirmed). 

• MajGen David Maxwell, USMC, Vice Director, Logistics, (J4) Joint Staff, Pentagon, 

Washington D.C. (Confirmed). 

 

Desired panel discussion:  Panelists outline the Arctic defense concerns in context to the 

challenges. 

 

Desired panel outcomes: Compared and contrasted views of policy, strategy and 

planning priorities associated with Arctic region as relates to meeting U.S. military 

defense missions.  addressing and improving overall U.S. National and allied/partner 

security and defense interests in the Arctic. 

 

Opportunity for Polling.  What facets of the defense policy, strategy and planning do 

participants see as most significant for the Arctic? 

 

1130-1140 AST/1330-1340 MST/1530-1540 EST: 

Break 

1140-1230 AST/1340-1430 MST/1540-1630 EST: 

ASLS21 Panel #4: Arctic Indigenous leaders.  “Reflections on Arctic Security Challenges from a Millennia 

of Arctic Insights:”  A panel of Arctic Indigenous leaders, who relate their informed perspectives of 

changing Arctic security…from c an es in t e Arctic corresponding to emerging dynamics of economic, 

environmental and geostrategic security.   

 

Moderator: Dr. Liza Mack, Executive Director, Aleut International Association, Anchorage, AK. 

(Confirmed) 

 

Panelists: 

• Julie Kitka, President, Alaska Federation of Natives, Anchorage, AK. (Confirmed) 

• Dr. Rosita Worl, President Sealaska Heritage Institute, Juneau, AK. (Confirmed) 

• Dr. Dalee Sambo Dorough, International Chair, Inuit Circumpolar Council – Alaska, 

Anchorage, AK. (Confirmed) 
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• Eu ene “Gene”  eltola, Jr   e ional Director, Bureau of  ndian Affairs, Alaska  e ion,      

Department of Interior, Alaska, Anchorage, AK.  (Confirmed) 

 

Desired panel discussion:   Alaska Native and other Arctic Indigenous leaders address their 

perspectives of near and emer in  concerns from a “citi en security” vanta e  

Desired panel outcomes:   Arctic Indigenous leader’s views of policy/policy priorities as relates to 

addressing and improving U.S. National plus allies and partners security and defense interests in 

the Arctic.  Panelists providing participants clearer understanding of the risks or vulnerabilities of 

Arctic citizen security, perhaps not well understood. 

 

Opportunity for Polling:  What reflections by the speaker(s) present the participants a new risk or 

previously unidentified issue for security and defense leaders to consider? 

1220-1300 AST/1420-1500 MST/1620-1700 EST: 

ASLS21 Panel #5. Arctic Defense Collaborations.  “Allies and partners: assessing changes and advancing 

opportunities for the High North.”  As environmental changes continue across the pan-Arctic region and 

the rise of non-Arctic national activities and associated sovereign presence continues to develop, what is 

driving defense and security strategy, plans, and policies in/across the Arctic with U.S. allies and partners?  

Included in this panel is the U.S. Executive for the International Cooperative Engagement Program for Polar 

Research (ICE-PPR), who is vested as a senior leader of a multinational Arctic (and Polar) defense research 

collaboration. 

 

Moderator:  Dr. Whitney Lackenbauer, Network Lead, North American and Arctic Defense and 

Security Network (NAADSN), Trent University, Ontario. (Confirmed). 

 

Panelists:   

• RADM Martin La Cour-Anderson, Defense Attaché and Danish Defense, Counselor, 

Washington D.C. (Confirmed). 

• Col Petteri Seppälä, Defence, Military, Naval and Air Attaché Embassy of Finland, 

Washington, D.C.  (Confirmed). 

• BGen Patrick Carpentier, Commander Canadian Joint Operations Command Joint Task 

North, Yellowknife NWT (Confirmed). 

• RADM Ole Morten Sandquist, Norwegian Embassy, Defense Attaché & Naval Attaché, 

Norwegian Embassy, Washington, D.C. (Invited/Pending). 

• RADM Lorin Selby, USN, Chief of Naval Research and U.S. Executive of the International 

Cooperative Engagement Program for Polar Research (ICE-PPR) (Confirmed).  

Desired panel discussion:  Defense and security members of the Canadian and European region 

Arctic-oriented NATO allies and partners, describe their current position on what is driving the 

defense and security strategy, planning, and policies of their respective capitals.  Included in the 
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discussion are reflections on the environmental impacts of a warming Arctic in defense strategy 

and planning. 

 

Desired panel outcomes:   A brief discussion of the strategic defense and security insights by U.S. 

allies and partners oriented on the Arctic. 

 

Opportunities for Polling:  What aspects of allied and partner defense priorities and initiatives to 

better secure and protect respective national interests most resonate with the participants? 

 

1300-1310 AST/1500-1510 MST/1700-1710 EST: 

ALCOM Commander Closing ASLS21 reflections:  with thanks and appreciation for speakers and panelist 

presentations and encouragement to remain on for the ASLS21 Roundtable discussion “Extracurricular 

event.” 

 

1310-1350 AST/1510-1550 MST/1710-1750 EST: 

ASLS21 Extra Curricular Event:  “Perspectives on ASLS21  oints and  riorities”:  Following the formal 

close of A L  1  lenary, ALC  ’s A L  1 planners and organizers will remain on-line to conduct an 

organized roundtable to facilitate discussion for participants to address questions, provide clarifications 

and discuss/elaborate on important points raised during the plenary session.  This session includes a 

review of polling details from prior ASLS21 panels. 

 

Roundtable Concept:  A Facilitated discussion, moderated jointly by available ASLS21 Panel Moderators.  

This session provides participants an opportunity to reflect on their various perspectives on security and 

defense priorities in the near term.  Roundtable facilitators provide a short number of questions to elicit 

responses on concerns and opportunities to improve U.S., allied, and partner security in and across the 

Arctic region. 

 

ASLS21 Planned Roundtable Organizational Sequence: 

1. U.S. Federal Departments and agencies participating representatives. 

a. Department of State. 

b. Department of Defense. 

c. U.S. Arctic Research Commission. 

d. Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee. 

e. Other participating government agencies. 

2. Arctic Indigenous/Alaska Native participants. 

3. Academic and Policy organization participants. 

4. Industry participants. 

5. Military participants: U.S. DoD Service HQs:  HQ USAF, HQ Dept of Army, OPNAV, HQ USMC 
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and HQ USSF participating representatives. 

6. Military participants: U.S. Geographic Unified Commands. 

a. NORAD and USNORTHCOM: participating representatives. 

b. USNORTHCOM participating representatives: 

1. ARNORTH. 

2. AFNORTH. 

3. MARFORNORTH. 

4. Fleet Forces Command (via designated reps, 2nd and 3rd Fleet). 

5. SOCNORTH. 

c. ALCOM, ANR and 11 AF participating representatives. 

d. USEUCOM participating representatives. 

i. USAFE participating representatives. 

7. Military participants: U.S. Coast Guard:  HQ USCG, USCG Pacific Area, USCG District 17, 

USCG District 17 Sector Anchorage 

a. HQ USCG participating representatives. 

b. USCG Pacific Area participating representatives. 

c. USCG District 17 participating representatives. 

d. USCG District 17 participating representatives. 

8. Canadian Allied military: 

a. CJOC/CJOC Joint Task Force (North) (JTFN) participating representatives. 

9. Military participants: U.S. National Guard:  participating representatives. 

 

Conclusion 

ASLS21 will improve participants’ understandin  of t e c allen es in t e complicated risk 

environment that describes the new circumpolar north.  This will be accomplished via a series of 

thoughtful discussions and activities to gain insights for needed solutions to address and 

potentially reduce the associated defense and security risks.  ASLS21 will continue the 

momentum started with AMS18 and advanced through ASLS19 and AAS19, setting the stage for 

the next Arctic Symposium later in 2021. 

 


